
Mobile app “Guard for Card”

We'll save you before you get scared! 



We offer innovative software based on our anti-fraud 

socially oriented technology of a new way of authentication 

and verification



The proposed product is designed to ensure the security of 

transactions in payment systems using bank cards and 

provides issuing banks with a new level of protection 

against theft of funds from customers ' bank cards in any 

environment of their use



For whom

Who are 

dissatisfied

Our product

Individuals and legal entities - holders of bank debit and 

credit cards in Russia and abroad

Who are dissatisfied with the vulnerability of bank cards in 

any environment of their use

Banking product



Which allows 

In contrast

Provide issuers and cardholders with a new level of 

protection against overspending and theft of funds from 

bank cards in any environment of their use 

From the banking product "set daily spending limit", which 

can be disabled by hackers



We did 

We provide for 

customers

Received a patent asset for a group of inventions with a 

long-term protection period in many countries of the world 

Development and integration of the finished product with 

further technical support



1. The market of payment cards

In Russia the number of payment cards of all types issued by credit institutions increased over the

last ten years with 118 630 thousand units in 2009 to 272 608 thousand units in 2019 (according to

CBR).

In 2019, the number of payment cards of all types reached 18 billion units in the world (the average

annual increase over the past five years is 8%).



2. Client segment

As of July 2019, there are 424 operating banks in Russia. The number of banks in our country has

decreased over the past ten years by about 2 times from 1007 banks in 2009 (according to the CBR).

Data on the number of banks in some countries

Country Banks Per 1 million people

USA 5256 16,2

China 798 0,6

Russia 424 2,8

UK 301 4,6

Switzerland 247 30,0

Ukraine 106 2,5

India 91 0,1

Australia 70 2,8

Poland 64 1,7

UAE 51 5,5



3. Problem and alternative solutions

Theft from Bank cards in any environment of their use has become massive and global. At the same

time, criminals use a variety of sophisticated methods and technologies that are difficult to protect

against, both issuers and holders of Bank cards. Moreover, it is often almost impossible for

cardholders to prove their innocence to such theft.

On October 16, 2019 the representative of the Prosecutor General's office of Russia Ms. Elena

Malyk in the departmental TV program "Ether" reported that for nine months of 2019 in Russia

registered about 19 thousand thefts in the banking sector, the damage from which exceeded 154

billion rubles (about 2.5 billion US dollars).



An alternative solution is the existing program for most issuers to set the maximum amount of

expenses for transfers, payments and cash withdrawals during the day, the so-called "set spending

daily limit". However, attackers can easily disable this limit at any time (including remotely).

The second alternative solution is authentication methods based on biometric data (face, voice,

retina, fingerprints). However, these advanced methods do not completely solve the problems, but, on

the contrary, in some cases can aggravate them, because they often provoke criminals to

psychological pressure on the cardholder and to cause damage to his health, including by forcibly

removing his parameters.



4. Our product

Banking product, created on the basis of our technology provides the possibility of processing center

of the issuing Bank in hour automated mode of a set of measures aimed at solving important social

problems – protection of cardholders in any environment the use of Bank cards as from unwanted

transactions initiated by the individual cardholder or the third parties to whom he voluntarily handed

over his card, and fraudulent transactions by hackers in case of compromised credit card or it is

stolen.



5. Technology

Banking product based on the technology of 

interaction in a round-the-clock automated 

processing center of the Issuer with the 

communication means, the card holder and his 

agents. It provides an opportunity, prior to the 

implementation of suspicious transactions to find 

out whether this card-holder spends money from 

his card, his mental and physical condition, 

situational environment in the place where he is. 

The data obtained provide the correct decision of 

the Issuer to secure or block subsequent 

transactions from the card of this client. This 

technology is an invention and patented, which 

provides a competitive advantage to the banking 

product based on it. The author of this 

technology is a Moscow inventor Pavel 

Korchagin, and licensee - company 

"VYSOTSPAS".



In September 2019, the SKOLKOVO Innovation center established

compliance of the proposed anti-fraud technology with the following Russian

national innovation priority from among those published on the Fund's website:

"New applications and infrastructure solutions for the prevention of cyber

threats, fraud and cyber investigations".



6. Top-level architecture

Means of communication of the 
Bank card holder

Processing center of the issuing 
Bank of the Bank card

Processing center of an acquirer
Means of communication of 

authorized persons of the Bank 
card holder

Plastic card of Bank 
card holder



7. Competitive environment / ecosystem

Biometric authentication methods

The program "installable consumable daily limit»



8. Competitive analysis

COMPETITOR DISTRIBUTION FOCUS DIFFERENCE

Biometric authentication 

methods

Initial (not more than 10% 

of issuers)

Japan, China, USA, EU Our product does not 

provoke criminals to 

psychological pressure on 

the cardholder and to 

cause damage to his 

health, including by forcibly 

removing his parameters

The program "installable 

consumable daily limit”

Average (not more than 

50% of issuers)

Russia, CIS, China, USA, 

EU

Our product does not allow 

the card holder in an 

inadequate state and 

criminals to off set the daily 

expenditure limit for making 

overrun or theft of funds 

from the card



9. Competitive advantages of the product

Current and sustainable competitive advantages: Our technology is an

invention and has no analogues. Our product prevents attempts of almost all

types of fraud crimes - theft from bank cards and accounts.

Non-market advantages: Our product strengthens people's trust in banks

and banking products, helps to effectively fight crime, and improves the socio-

economic situation.



10. Why now?
TREND 1: Currently, the use of Bank cards for financial transactions has become a common and

widespread phenomenon of everyday life of millions of people. Bank cards are used to withdraw cash

from ATMs, transfer funds, non-cash payment for goods and services, both in stores through POS-

terminals and on the Internet.

TREND 2: Theft from Bank cards in any environment of their use has become massive and

everyday. At the same time, criminals use a variety of sophisticated methods and technologies that

are difficult to protect against, both issuers and holders of Bank cards. Moreover, it is often almost

impossible for cardholders to prove their innocence to such theft.



Undoubtedly, this software will provide the user bank with 

competitive advantages and increase the customer base. 

The final product for this software, intended for issuing 

banks, consists of a mobile app, a server part, and an 

administrative panel.



The technology has been successfully patented as an 

invention and improves the safety technologies used, 

including anti-fraud ones. The product is made unique for 

each user bank (according to its API).



If you are interested, we will prepare a commercial offer for 

the delivery of our banking product, as well as organize a 

telephone conference or a meeting with our managers and 

developers.

Contacts:

Tel.: +7 (985) 125-9244

pavlakor@yandex.ru


